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K
KAPAI ONI / KEEP BABBLING / KERT RATS / KESTRAL LOG / KEVAS & TRILLIUM /
KEVAS & TRILLIUM / KHAMSIN / KILLER KITTENS FROM MARS / THE KLINGON
KOMEDY KORPS / KNIP KNOP / KRATOPHANY / KROME / KTP

KAPAI ONI
-- Faned: P. Howard Lyons. One-shot (?) perzine.
1956 - (#1 - Feb)
KEEP BABBLING
-- Faned: Jo-Anne McBride. Apazine.
1978 – (#1 – Nov)
KERT RATS
-- Faned: Robert Runte. APAzine.
1981 – (#1 – Oct) (#2 – Nov)
1982 – (#3 – Sep)
1983? – (#4 - ?)
1984 – (#5 – Sep)
1985 – (#6 – Mar)

KESTRAL LOG
-- Faned: Elizabeth A. Ross. Newsletter pubbed by the U.S.S.S. Kestral (member of Star Fleet
Western Canada) out of Vancouver (& later Maple Ridge?), B.C., circa early 1980s into the 1990s.
(Details to be added)
Sample listing:
1983 - (V2#1 - Dec) - "...includes section reports, a word search, COAs, con listings, an article on
logical extrapolations from ST episodes... carries the news about the NRC's Getaway Special, how you
can propose experiments on the shuttle program (despite being in Canada)." - (GS)
1984 - (V2#2 - ? ) - "Typical ST clubzine with an article on 23rd century hair, a word search puzzle,
some club news, etc. Boring. Of interest to ST club members only." (RR)
- (V2#3 - Apr) - "The KESTRAL LOG is a simple, straight-forward club newsletter, not badly laid out.
There is a good deal of news of interest to non-members, and the half-size format is easy to handle. I
find myself wishing that they went in for locs and zine reviews, but maybe that would be unnecessary
for their purposes." (GS)
- (V2#5 - Aug) - "In this issue: correspondence courses, a role-playing game, merchandise, and
Starfleet groups in Alaska & Alberta are mentioned." - (GS)
KEVAS & TRILLIUM
-- Faneds: Rosemary Ullyot, Maureen Bourns, & Alicia Austin. Well-illustrated Star Trek zine
pubbed out of Ottawa between 1968 & 1970, with much art from Alicia (a college student from Texas
studying in Toronto who, after she moved back to the states, won the fan art Hugo in 1971). At least
two issues, maybe more.
Of Austin, Taral wrote: ..."won her a fan art hugo in 1971 at Noreascon, for work she had mostly
done while still technically 'Canadian'. Although a lab technician, Austin is still an active artist of the
professional persuasion..... Stylistically, Austin owes much to Aubrey Beardsley. She works in the same
flat, design dominated, orientally ornate style, but unlike Beardsley she prefers attractive fantasy
themes to evil faces or phallic sex.... Austin's art is mannered, but one can still think of such people
and costumes as real -- the design elements are deliberately backdrops or patterned clothing, the
people are not themselves blocks of contrasting detail to be balanced on the page to anywhere the
same extent that Beardsley treated them. Insofar as she is different from Beardsley in these respects
she is more than a mere imitator."
1968 - (#1 - Jun)
(#1&1/2 - Sep) – As reviewed by UK fan Peter Roberts in 1968: “The KaT tacked on the end (of
HUGIN AND MUNIN #6) is hard to judge. It consists of assorted funnyisms and reviews by various
contributors. Some come off and some don’t, but a mere ten pages gives an impression of haste. The
front cover is quite unimpressive and the back is a montage of 3 unused cover sketches for Philip K.
Dick’s ‘Solar Lottery’ by Jack Gaughn. Fair fanzine artwork, but nothing more. KaT: judgment
deferred.”
(probably more issues up to and including 1970.)
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KEVAS & TRILLIUM
-- Faneds: Elizabeth Holden & Maureen Bourns. An APAzine not to be confused with the above.
1980 – (#1 – Nov) (#2 – Dec)
1981 – (#3 – Jan) (#4 – ?) (#5 – May) (#6 – Jul) (#7 – Sep) (#8 – Nov)
1982 – (#9 – Jan) (#10 – May?) (#11 – May?) (#12 – Jul) (#13 – Sep) (#14 – Dec)
1983 – (#15 – Mar) (#16 – May)
KHAMSIN
-- A minor ghod, or rather, devil, revealed circa early 1950s by Joan W. Carr, his prophetess, on the
principle there were enough ghods in the fannish pantheon already and that: "You can get to heaven
with any old ghod, but you can only go to one devil." (DE)
[ See CARR, JOAN W. ]
KILLER KITTENS FROM MARS
-- Faned: Jo-Anne McBride. APAzine.
1978 – (#1 – Feb)
THE KLINGON KOMEDY KORPS (KKK)
-- Formed circa 2000? Toronto based Klingon comedy troop which has performed various times,
including opening ceremonies at Toronto Trek 14 (2000) and as KBS comedy/variety show at Toronto
Treks 14, 16, & ?
Lou Israel of Toronto writes: "A few years ago, I formed the KKK (Klingon Komedy Korps, of
course, what else could those letters possibly stand for?), performing as Captain/Lt./Col. Chancellor
Klu'LeS (pronounced Klueless). In the last couple of years, I have discovered a perfect co-star, the
very able Ker'Plunk, and his lovely consort Kr'Splat, who have become the comic and harmony
geniuses to my writing genius (which is ironic, since most of the comic material is written by another
who wishes to remain anonymous)."
"Having performed at several conventions, we can safely say that we are the Klingons NOBODY
takes seriously. If you ever get the chance to see our show live (what, as opposed to dead?), do
yourself a favour and catch our act. It is a combination of comedy and music, including the news from
KBS, the Klingon Broadcasting service, where any and all versions, and characters, of Star Trek are
equally savaged. Find out if Bajor gets an NHL franchise. Be the first on your block to hear the brand
new Rules of Acquisition! We even have our own top ten list! Not to mention celebrities being
assimilated by various Borgs, including Robin of Borg ('Holy futility, Batman!'). George H. W. Bush
('Resistance would not be prudent at this juncture'), and Maxwell Smart ('You will be assimilated.
Would you believe it? Assimilated! Would you believe....?').”
“We host the series of Episodes and Movies that Never Quite Made it, including 'Where No Man
Has Gone Before -- Story of A Teenage Virgin', and 'Star Trek IV: The Long and Winding Road Home'.
And of course, our (becoming) well-known Trek parody songs (don't call me a 'filker'!) such as 'Let's
Hear It For McCoy', 'Another Boring Day Aboard The Enterprise', and the hugely popular 'Walk Like
A Ferengi!' So if you're in town, come by and see us. You'll never look at Klingons the same way
again!" (LI)
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KISMET
-- Faned: Mike Daly. A perzine planned to come out of Winnipeg circa early 1980s, but never
published. Would have contained art by Winnipeg fan artist Craig Tower. (GS)
KNIP KNOP
--Faned: Murray Moore, Norwich, ON. Apazine for Murray Moore's Invitational APA/ PAPA. (LP)
1973 - (#1 - ?) - Zine to announce formation of apa, and to serve as invitation to join it, with minac
requirements.
- (#2 - ?) - For first issue. About Science Fiction Book Club, and clipping from newspapers.
1974 - (#3 - Mar) - Being late, and about Famous Monsters of Filmland.
[ See APA/PAPA ]
KRATOPHANY
-- Faned: Eli Cohen. A perzine pubbed first out of New York, then Regina, Saskatchewan, then
Vancouver, B.C. (Where Cohen had moved in Feb of 1977), then New York City (to which he moved
in Jan 1980). (Details to be added.)
1973/74? - (#1-4 ? )
1974 - (#5 - May) (#6 - Dec)
1975 - (#7 - May)
1976 - (#8 - Apr) (#9 - Aug) (#10 - Dec)
1978 - (#11 - Sep)
1979 - (#12 - Aug) - Writing in THE LULU REVIEW #7, JoAnn McBride rates #12 as "good",
commenting: "I really like Kratophany, but a part of that might be local bias, as at the moment it is the
only fannish zine being published in Vancouver."
"Part of this issue had a distinctly Vancouver flavour, as Eli describes his tribulations in getting
his computer over the border, and Susan Wood has a funny piece about meeting her first fairy
godmother on the UBC lands."
"THE PRONOUN-AN ENDANGERED SPECIES is an excellent piece, a discussion of alternatives
to the old he/she, and is cuttingly illustrated by Jean Gomoll. This is the best discussion of this problem
I've seen anywhere, and this is probably due to Eli's tight editing."
"Layout and printing are ok but Eli has some excellent art and the heading art is especially nice.
Altogether a good zine which I recommend."
Taral Wayne wrote: "Krat's arrival in the faanish mailbox is one of the few events left in the
fanzine world... Once universal, the pretty Canadian blue paper's nearly last refuge is KRATAPHONY,
where it is still adorned with Freff & Shull & other excellent artists.... Although somehow never having
a Best Single Issue, nor being published by a Best Editor, Krat is in my opinion the consistently best
current zine. It's a pity that Eli can't manage two issues a year so that fandom would keep that in
mind."
1980 - (#12.1 - Mar 1980) 1981 - (#13 - Jul 1981)
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KROME
-- Faned: Crispin Moisiewitsch. Pubbed out of Vancouver, B.C. circa 1987. "A quarterly revue of
science, films, architecture, computers, fiction, interviews, music & miscellaneous pop culture. Carried
reviews (interviews?) with William Gibson & Bruce Sterling." -(GS)
KTP
-- Short for 'kaj tiel plu', the Esperanto (artificial language) equivalent of the Latin 'etc.' Very common
in the late 1930s and 1940s, mainly because of the influence of Forrest J. Ackerman's drive to get
Fandom to switch to Esperanto. Still occasionally employed by faneds in lieu of 'etc'. I like to use it
myself, even though it’s so obscure most readers probably find it annoying. The price of maintaining
fannish tradition!
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